A Complex Issue
Radiologex® is the world’s first Medical
Interactive Network™ (MIN™), an allencompassing technological
ECOSYSTEM available anytime on the
Web or as an APP on any device.
Facilitated by means of blockchain
technology, Radiologex empowers users
with the necessary tools to perform and
conduct a myriad of tasks and activities
all in one place. Radiologex, or R-DEE®
for short, is a revolutionary software
platform and digital global network for
medical industry professionals and
participants alike that is user-friendly,
ultra-fast and exceedingly secure.

radiologex.com

Technology in the highly fragmented field of healthcare is plagued by a wide spectrum of obstacles that
are directly linked to the absence of a modern,
standardized technology stack. The industry at large
is generally run on outdated legacy software
applications and expensive hardware systems that
ultimately fail to address present-day data sharing
and security requirements. From the largest hospitals
down to the individual person contractor that is
affiliated with the medical industry, all medical
industry participants are constantly dealing with
insufficient and redundant applications, inefficient
processes and heaps of paperwork, which has been
exacerbated by convoluted laws as a result of a
disconnected industry, as well as the profit-seeking
activities of numerous intermediaries that thrive
on the current inefficient nature of the healthcare
marketplace.

A Sophisticated Solution
Radiologex provides a unique and highly sophisticated technological
solution that addresses current healthcare industry shortcomings
with special attention given to the carefully researched issues that
medical establishments hold most near and dear, such as: significantly
reducing operational costs, greatly increasing network speed,
facilitating wide-ranging communication capabilities, significantly
enhancing operational transparency, providing an intuitive and easyto-use technology experience, and promoting marketplace efficiency
and connectivity.
The Radiologex MIN features a suite of software applications running
on a collaborative, peer-to-peer ultra-secure and decentralized
computer network known as Distributed Ledger Technology or simply
a Blockchain. The network has 7 key applications (modules) running
on top that facilitate and incentivize different types of users to perform
their intended functions in healthcare in a manner that is time and
cost effective like never before. This is achieved by creating a secure,
standardized software network, that brings together different functions
such as payments, logistics, marketplaces, data sharing systems, etc.
into one self-sustaining and interoperable ecosystem. Built as a
modern, industrious tech product, the platform leverages best-in-class
security and user-experience primitives in its design and development.
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A user-friendly and intuitive communication platform designed to organize and connect 60 million+
global medical professionals. R-DEE Messenger allows users to network, collaborate, share, and
transfer data with full strong encryption,security, compliance, and custodial ownership of all
transmissions. Groundbreaking connnections for the medical community.

R-DEE PAY is secure, easy to use, and demystifies the healthcare sector’s complex payment
system. An Ultra-Secure Borderless Secure Payments system with powerful tools to transact
instantly and settle all types of payments and financial transactions.

R-DEE MARKETPLACE is a borderless global marketplace that directly connects buyers and
sellers of medical supplies & equipment, with features to track, pay and check the authenticity of
purchases. Open 24/7 in the palm of your hands, global, powerful, delivering quicker transactions
with integrated R-DEE PAY. More products and more choices, only on Radiologex.
R-DEE SERVICE-ON-DEMAND provides a convenient and inexpensive means to access service
and support, for any and all medical modalities as quickly as possible. It features instant and
global P2P service requests, connecting end-users with qualified service providers worldwide,
allowing anyone to access service talent and knowhow, without borders and no “middle-man”.
R-DEE Pay and smart app integration means the service orders are proficient, catalogued and
settled instantly. Save time, save money, only with R-DEE.
R-DEE PACS (Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS) provides medical
professionals with a one-stop medical image archiving and processing system. It offers a
responsive environment with fluid workflow and user-friendly settings. Whether on web or
handheld devices, R-DEE PACS is the most powerful Medical Imaging software available, with
advanced voice dictation and auto-dictation with inversions, measurements, full reports, processing, transfers and secure LIMITLESS fully protected file storage. Medical Imaging. Simplified.
R-DEE CIS/RIS provides a Radiology Information System (RIS) and Clinical Information System
(CIS) complete with management tools for imaging departments including patient referral,
doctor-to-doctor, and patient scheduling tools. Scalable and customizable, built to be used by
clinicians of any size and order. Empowering healthcare efficiency and alignment.
R-DEE CONTENT & APPS is an Integrated Content Delivery Network, an all-in-one global
centralized network which provides fast delivery of Medical content with unlimited bandwidth and
gamut of selections of high-quality content from peer-to-peer, business, enterprise and OEM trusted partners. Medical only trusted content, from trusted sources, only on the Radiologex Network.
Delivering high quality instantly streaming Video/Voice (podcast) and APPS (software) from P2P
and Commercial/OEMS. Connecting medical discovery and fostering innovation, only on R-DEE.

The R-DEE platform was conceived, designed, and built as an all-inclusive and one-stop-shop
ecosystem to realign the global medical industry in a manner that promotes maximum market efficiency,
organization and connectivity. In addition, Radiologex is USA based, patent pending, has the strongest
suited HIPAA compliance available today while also achieving ONC certification by the US Department of
Human and Health and Services (HHS), proving that Radiologex is built for the present and tomorrow. The
Radiologex mission is to become the new standard for medical industry participants across the globe to
connect, communicate, transact, distribute/share content, and perform services in a manner that is low cost,
super-fast, highly efficient, ultra-secure, user-friendly and convenient.

GET R-DEE
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